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OBJECTIVE

To investigate whether women with type 2 diabetes (T2D) develop a more advanced
stage of breast cancer and whether treatment with insulin (analogs) is associated
with specific breast cancer characteristics.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

For this nested case-control study, women with breast cancer diagnosed in 2002–
2014 were selected from the linked Netherlands Cancer Registry–PHARMO
Database Network (N = 33,377). T2D was defined as receiving two or more
dispensings of noninsulin blood glucose–lowering drugs prior to breast cancer
diagnosis. Women with T2D were matched to women without diabetes. Among
women with T2D, insulin users and nonusers were compared. Multivariable ordinal
logistic regression was used to investigate the association between T2D/insulin and
breast cancer characteristics, including TNM classification (tumor size, lymph node
status, metastasis), morphology, grade, estrogen receptor and progesterone
receptor (PR), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, and molecular subtype.

RESULTS

Women with T2D (n = 1,567) were more often diagnosed with a more advanced
tumor stage (odds ratio 1.28 [95% CI 13–1.44]) and a higher grade (1.22 [1.08–1.39])
though less often with a PR-negative breast tumor (0.77 [0.67–0.89]) than women
without diabetes (n = 6,267). No associations were found for the other breast
cancer characteristics. Women with T2D using insulin (n = 388) were not diagnosed
with different breast cancer characteristics compared with women with T2D not
using insulin (n = 1,179).

CONCLUSIONS

Our study suggests that women with T2D are at increased risk to be diagnosed with
a more aggressive type of breast cancer than women without diabetes. No evi-
dence was found that the use of insulin (analogs) is associated with developing
more advanced breast cancer tumors.
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The prevalence of diabetes is increasing
worldwide (1). Women with type 2 di-
abetes (T2D) are at increased risk of
developing breast cancer (2), which is
the most common malignant tumor in
females (3). In the Netherlands, the in-
cidence of breast cancer increased by 65%
between 1989 and 2017 (4,5). Further-
more, mortality after breast cancer is 50%
higher among women with diabetes com-
pared with women without diabetes, in-
cludingafter correction for tumorstage (6).
Several mechanisms have been sug-

gested for the increased risk of breast
cancer among women with T2D, such
as common risk factors like obesity (7),
the specific metabolic derangements of
diabetes itself (i.e., hyperglycemia [8],
hyperinsulinemia, and insulin resistance),
and the use of insulin and specifically
insulin analogs (9–11). Hyperinsulinemia
in itself, especially present in people
with impaired glucose tolerance, may
promote tumor cell growth directly via
insulin receptors or indirectly via the
insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) recep-
tor (12). IGF-1, and subsequently the
IGF-1 receptor, could act as a growth
stimulus for tumor cells and increase
tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis
(13). In comparison with counterparts
without diabetes, patients with breast
cancer and diabetes tend to present at
later stages (14). However, it is yet unclear
what the pathophysiologic interactions
between diabetes and breast cancer
are andwhether improvements in diabe-
tes care can reduce the increased mor-
tality in patients with breast cancer (14).
Whether the use of insulin (analogs) is
associated with this risk is still uncertain.
A large population-based cohort study
concluded that long-term use of insulin
glargine was associated with an increased
risk of breast cancer in women with
T2D compared with NPH insulin (15).
However, a recent systematic review (16)
and a five-country cohort study (17) con-
cluded that insulin (analog) treatment
does not impact the risk of breast can-
cer among women with diabetes com-
pared with women without diabetes.
Whether T2D or the use of insulin (ana-
logs) increases the risk of developing
a more aggressive or less treatment-
responsive tumor is hardly well studied,
since most studies lacked detailed tumor
or use-of-insulin (analogs) data. Further-
more, the majority of these studies
suffered from methodological limitations

or lacked power. In the current study, a
comprehensive large database with de-
tailed data was used, creating the oppor-
tunity to study the association between
T2D and breast cancer characteristics.
Also, the effect of insulin (analog) use
on breast cancer characteristics was
studied among women with T2D.

RESEARCH DESIGNS AND
METHODS

Data Sources
For the current study, data were obtained
from the Netherlands Cancer Registry
(NCR) and the PHARMO Database Net-
work. The NCR is maintained by the
Netherlands Comprehensive Cancer Or-
ganization (IKNL) (18) and is notified for
new patients with cancer by pathology
departments, general hospitals, and ra-
diotherapy institutes. Key information in
the NCR includes cancer diagnosis, tumor
staging, tumor site and morphology, and
primary cancer treatment. Staging of can-
cer is categorized according to the TNM
classification (tumor size, lymph node
status, metastasis) developed and main-
tained by the Union for International
Cancer Control. Tumors are classified
based on site (topography) and morphol-
ogy (histology) according to the World
Health Organization International Classifi-
cation of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O-3).

The PHARMO Database Network is a
population-based network of electronic
health care databases containing data
from both primary and secondary health
care settings in the Netherlands. The
Out-patient Pharmacy Database of the
PHARMO Database Network was used
to select women with T2D and to ob-
tain detailed data on the exposure to
insulin. The Out-patient Pharmacy Data-
base comprises general practitioner– or
specialist-prescribed health care products
dispensed by the outpatient pharmacy.
The dispensing records include informa-
tion on type of product, date, strength,
dosage regimen, quantity, route of admin-
istration, prescriber specialty, and costs.
Drug dispensings are coded according to
the World Health Organization (Anatom-
ical Therapeutic Chemical [ATC]) classifi-
cation system. Outpatient pharmacy data
cover a catchment area representing 3.6
million residents. The Hospitalization Da-
tabase and the Clinical Laboratory Data-
base of the PHARMO Database Network
were used to characterize women in terms
of comorbidities.

The privacy committees of the PHARMO
Institute for Drug Outcomes Research
and the NCR approved this study.

Study Design
A nested case-control study in a retro-
spective breast cancer cohort was per-
formed. Women with breast cancer and
T2D were matched and compared with
women with breast cancer without diabe-
tes. Furthermore, women with T2D using
insulin (analogs) were compared with
women with T2D not using insulin (ana-
logs) (unmatched). Per breast cancer char-
acteristic, case subjects were defined as
women diagnosed with a more aggres-
sive/less treatment-responsive out-
come. Control subjects were defined as
women experiencing a less aggressive/
more treatment-responsive outcome.

Study Population
The source population included all women
diagnosed with an invasive breast cancer
diagnosis (ICD-O-3 C50.x, stages I–IV)
between 2002 and 2014 who were reg-
istered in the NCR Out-patient Pharmacy
Database from the PHARMO Database
Network. The date of the first diagnosis
with invasive breast cancer was defined as
the index date. For assessment of expo-
sure in the 4 years prior to the index date,
all selected women needed to have at
least 4 years of continuous enrollment in
the PHARMO Database Network prior to
the index date. Furthermore, women who
underwent oophorectomy at any time
prior to the index date were excluded.

Women receiving two or more dis-
pensings of noninsulin blood glucose–
lowering drugs (NIBGLDs) (ATC code
A10B) in the 4 years prior to their index
date were defined as women with T2D. At
least two dispensings of NIBGLDs had to
be dispensed within 6 months. Women
with type 1 diabetes, defined as receiv-
ing insulin (analogs) (ATC code A10A)
and no NIBGLDs in the 4 years prior to
index date, were excluded. Each woman
with T2D was matched to up to four
women without diabetes (no dispensing
for drugs used to treat diabetes [ATC
code A10]) on age at index date (62
years). Control subjects had to be alive
on the index date of their matched case
subject and could not be matched more
than once. Among women with T2D,
women with a dispensing of insulin in
the 4-year period prior to the index date
were defined as insulin users.
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Patient Characteristics
For all women included, the following
general characteristics were deter-
mined at index date: age, year of index,
and socioeconomic status (SES). SES
was derived from Statistics Netherlands,
which based SES on salary per four-digit
zip code. Furthermore, comedication
(use of statins, antihypertensive drugs,
glucocorticoids, estrogen-progestogen
contraceptives, hormone replacement
therapy [HRT] in the year prior to index
date) and comorbidities (renal failure,
retinopathy, hypertension, stroke, con-
gestive heart failure, ischemic heart
disease, peripheral artery disease, cere-
brovascular disease in the entire avail-
able history) were determined for
characterization of patients. Comorbid-
ities were based on hospitalizations,
and renal failure was defined as having
two or more estimated glomerular filtra-
tion rate measurements ,60 mL/min/
1.73 m2 90–365 days apart. Furthermore,
an updated chronic disease score (CDS)
was calculated. This score was based on
the use of specific classes of medications
in the year prior to index date (see
Supplementary Table 1). The CDS has
been shown to be a valid measure of
complications related to an individual
patient’s burden of chronic somatic dis-
eases and is clearly associated with a
fivefold increase in risk of hospitalization
and a 10-fold increase in risk of dying (19).

Exposure of Insulin (Analogs)

Duration of Use

The cumulative days of exposure in the
4 years prior to index date were calcu-
lated for each patient by converting
dispensings into treatment episodes of
uninterrupted use. As the dosing regi-
men is hardly ever registered with in-
sulin, the duration of insulin was based
on the legal limit of the maximal dura-
tion (90 days). In case of an interruption
between two dispensings, use of insulin
or NIBGLD was considered interrupted
if the duration of this gap was less than
half the period of the given dispensing,
according to the method of Catalan and
LeLorier (20).

Dose

As insulin dose descriptions are hardly
ever registered in the Out-patient Phar-
macy Database, dose estimations relied
on dispensed amounts of insulin over
time. Per woman, the average daily
dose was calculated as the sum of all

dispensed doses during the insulin epi-
sodes in the 4 years prior to index
date, divided by the cumulative days
of exposure for insulin in the 4 years
prior to index date.

Insulin Analogs Versus Human Insulin

Use of human insulin (ATC codes A10AB01,
A10AC01, A10AD01, and A10AE01) and
use of insulin analogs (ATC code A10A,
excluding A10AB01, A10AC01, A10AD01,
and A10AE01) in the 4 years prior to
index date was determined. The number
of women using human insulin only,
insulin analog only, or both human and
insulin analogs were presented.

Breast Cancer Characteristics
The following breast cancer characteris-
tics at index date were studied as out-
comes, based on the available information
in the NCR data: tumor size (T in “TNM”

classification), lymph node status (N
in TNM classification), distant metas-
tasis (M in TNM classification), stage
(I–IV), morphology (ductal, lobular, mixed,
other), histological tumor grade (grade
1 [well differentiated], grade 2 [moder-
ately differentiated], grade 3 [poorly dif-
ferentiated]), hormone receptor status
(estrogen receptor [ER], progesterone
receptor [PR]), human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2), and molecular
subtypes. Surrogate definitions of molec-
ular subtype were used and based on the
immunohistochemical measurement of
the (hormone) receptors. Based on the
surrogate definitions described by the St.
Gallen International Expert Panel (21), the
following subtypes were defined: luminal
A, luminal B, nonluminal (HER2 positive),
and triple negative (see Table 1). As Ki-67
measurement was not available, grade
was used to distinguish between lumi-
nal A and luminal B (21).

Molecular subtype is associated with
different short-term clinical outcome
and prognosis. Luminal tumors have
the best prognosis compared with

nonluminal (HER2 positive) and triple-
negative tumors.

Statistical Analyses
The x2 test was used to assess whether
categorical characteristics (excluding
“unknown”) differed 1) between women
with breast cancer with T2D and women
with breast cancer without diabetes and
2) among women with breast cancer
with T2D: women using insulin (analogs)
and women not using insulin (analogs).
For continuous characteristics, ANOVA
was used.

As most of the breast cancer character-
istics in this study are ordinal, categorized
with two or more categories, multivari-
able ordinal logistic regression was used
to investigate the two associations: 1)
T2D and breast cancer characteristics and
2) insulin (analog) treatment and breast
cancer characteristics. Separate models
were constructed for eachexposure (T2D
or insulin [analogs]) to evaluate each
breast cancer characteristic. Odds ratios
(ORs) and their corresponding 95% CI
were adjusted for age, year of index date,
SES, CDS, and use of glucocorticoids,
estrogen-progestogen contraceptives,
and HRT in the year prior to the index
date and presented for the different
breast cancer characteristics. For the
comparison between insulin (analogs)
versus no insulin (analogs) and breast
cancer among women with T2D, ORs
were also adjusted for duration of di-
abetes. Comparisons regarding duration
and dose of insulin (analogs) were per-
formed among women with T2D who
used insulin (analogs) and adjusted for
duration of diabetes, age, CDS, and pa-
tient characteristics that statistically sig-
nificant differed between the two groups
(P, 0.05). ORs.1 indicate that exposed
women are more likely to be diagnosed
withaworseoutcome (seeTable3 for the
order from good to worse outcome of
each breast cancer characteristic).

Table 1—Surrogate definitions of molecular subtypes of breast cancer

Molecular subtype Clinico-pathologic definition

Luminal A ER+ and/or PR+, HER22, and grade 1 or 2

Luminal B ER+ and/or PR+, HER22, and grade 3

ER+ and/or PR+, HER2+

Nonluminal (HER2 positive) ER2, PR2, and HER2+

Triple negative ER2, PR2, and HER22

Surrogate definitions of molecular subtypes of breast cancer are from Goldhirsch et al. (21).
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Based on the median duration of in-
sulin use, durations for women’s insulin
use were characterized as “short” (i.e.,
shorter use than the median duration
3.4 years) or “long” (i.e., same or longer
use than themedian duration). The same
was done for the dose of insulin (median
dose was 41.1 international units [IU]).
Based on the median dose, women were
characterized as “low” and “high.”
All data were prepared and analyzed

using SAS programs organized within
SAS Enterprise Guide, version 4.3 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC), and conducted within
Windows using SAS, version 9.2.

Subgroup Analysis

As insulin analogs have binding affinities
and activities to the IGF-1 receptor dif-
ferent from those human insulin has, we
performed a subgroup analysis among
womenwith breast cancer and T2D using
human insulin only versus women with
breast cancer and T2D using insulin ana-
logs only. As the number of women in
these groups is expected to be low, ORs
and their corresponding CIs were only
adjusted for patient characteristics that
statistically significant differed between
the two groups (P , 0.05), except for
year of index date. As insulin analogs
weremarketed later than human insulin,
this characteristic differs between these
groups by definition.

RESULTS

Study Population
Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the flow-
chart of patient selection; 1,567 women
with T2D werematched to 6,267 women
without diabetes. Approximately one-
quarter of the women with T2D used
insulin in the 4 years prior to the index
date (n = 388).

Patient Characteristics
The patient characteristics for women
with breast cancer are shown in Table 2,
stratified by no diabetes/T2D and by
insulin use among women with T2D.
Mean age at index date (e.g., first di-
agnosis of breast cancer diagnosis) was
;71 years. Women with T2D had a
slightly lower SES than women without
diabetes, and among women with T2D,
women using insulin had a lower SES
than women not using insulin. Further-
more, use of statins, antihypertensives,
and glucocorticosteroids was the highest
among women with T2D using insulin,
followed by women with T2D not using

insulin. A similar pattern was observed
for the selected comorbidities and the
CDS. The Dutch diabetes guideline ad-
vises to determine the indication for
an antihypertensive drug and a statin
among people with diabetes, explaining
the higher proportion of users among
women with diabetes. Use of HRT
was the highest among women without
diabetes (8%) and differed significantly
from the use among women with T2D
(6%). The same was true among women
using insulin (6%) versus women not
using insulin (4%) (P, 0.05). In general,
these results show that womenwith T2D
using insulin had the highest disease
severity, followed by women with T2D
not using insulin.

Exposure
Among women with T2D using insulin
(analogs) (N = 388), median insulin du-
ration was 3.4 years (interquartile range
1.7–4.0) with an average daily dose of
41.1 IU (23.2–68.6). More than half of
the women using insulin only used insulin
analogs (n = 236 [61%]), and 15% (n = 59)
only used human insulin in the 4 years
prior to index date.

Use of NIBGLD was 88% among women
with T2D using insulin and 97% among
women with T2D not using insulin. Among
all, the most commonly used NIBGLD class
was metformin, followed by sulfonylurea
derivatives.

Breast Cancer Characteristics
Table 3 presents the breast cancer char-
acteristics of women with breast cancer,
stratified by no diabetes/T2D and by
insulin use among women with T2D.

Women with T2D tended to have a
larger tumor (P, 0.01),more lymph nodes
affected (P , 0.05), a more advanced
tumor stage (P , 0.01) and grade (P ,
0.05), and a different distribution in mor-
phology (P , 0.05) and less often had a
PR-negative breast tumor (P , 0.0001).
Among women with T2D, distribution of
breast cancer characteristics did not differ
between women using insulin (analogs)
and women not using insulin (analogs).

Association Between T2D/Insulin
Treatment and Breast Cancer
Characteristics
After adjustment for age, year of index
date, SES, CDS, and the use of glucocorti-
coids, estrogen-progestogen contracep-
tives, and HRT, women with T2D were

more often diagnosed with a larger
tumor (OR 1.22 [95% CI 1.08–1.38]),
a more advanced lymph node status
(1.31 [1.12–1.53]), a more advanced
tumor stage (1.28 [1.13–1.44]), and a
higher grade (1.22 [1.08–1.39]) but less
often with a PR-negative breast cancer
(0.77 [0.67–0.89]) than women without
T2D. No statistically significant associa-
tions were found for the other breast
cancer characteristics (Fig. 1 and Sup-
plementary Table 2). Among women
with breast cancer and T2D, no statisti-
cally signficant associations were found
between the use of insulin (analogs) and
breast cancer characteristics (Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Table 2).

Also, no statistically significant associ-
ation was found between duration of
insulin use and any of the breast cancer
characteristics (Supplementary Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Table 2). Women with
T2D with an average daily insulin dose
$40.9 IU tended to have smaller tumors
(OR 0.63 [95% CI 0.41–0.95]) and less ad-
vanced tumors (0.64 [0.43–0.95]) than
women with T2D with an average daily
insulin dose ,40.9 IU. No statistically sig-
nificant association was found for the other
breast cancer characteristics (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 2).

Subgroup Analyses

After adjustment for age and use of
statins in the year prior to index date,
use of insulin analogs (N = 236) was not
associated with any of the breast cancer
characteristics compared with human
insulin (N = 59) (Supplementary Table 2).

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this retrospective nested
case-control study show that T2D was
associatedwithmore advanced stages of
breast cancer. Women with T2D were
at increased risk of being diagnosed
with a larger tumor, a more advanced
lymph node status, a more advanced
tumor stage, and a higher grade but
at decreased risk of being diagnosed
with a PR-negative tumor than women
without diabetes. Among women with
T2D, no differences in any pathologic
breast cancer characteristic were found
between the insulin (analog) users and
the noninsulin (analog) users.

The literature regarding the associa-
tion between diabetes and pathologic
breast cancer characteristics is scarce
(6,22–27), but the majority is consistent
with our findings. These studies also
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concluded that patients with T2D pre-
sented with larger tumors (23,24,26,27),
higher rates of lymph node metastasis
(22–24), more advanced stages (22,27),
and higher-grade tumors (25). Further-
more, these studies (6,22–27) also
determined the association between
diabetes and hormone receptor status
(ER, PR, and HER2). Only one study
reported a statistically significant asso-
ciation between diabetes and ER (27).
Three studies (23,24,27) found that
breast cancer among women with di-
abetes was more often PR negative,
which was not found in the current study.
Similar to our results, none of the studies

reported a statistically significant asso-
ciation betweendiabetes andHER2.Only
Bronsveld et al. (6) and He et al. (22) also
reported on molecular subtype. Neither
found compelling evidence that women
with diabetes develop different breast
cancer subtypes than women without
diabetes.

Although many of our findings were
confirmed in other studies, it should be
kept in mind that the studied popula-
tions probably differed in terms of race/
ethnicity and age. Because disparities in
breast cancer characteristics by race and
ethnicity are well established (28), results
may not be completely generalizable.

Even fewer studies investigated
whether the use of insulin (analogs)
was associated with breast cancer char-
acteristics (6,25,29). In a retrospective
cohort study (29), insulin usage was
found to be associated with a higher
rate of angiolymphatic invasion, although
this was based on nine insulin users
only. Bronsveld et al. (6) did not observe
evidence for strong associations with
clinicopathological subtypes. One study
compared the characteristics of insulin
(n = 219) and noninsulin (n = 243) users
and did not find statistically significant
differences regarding clinicopathological
breast cancer characteristics (25).

Table 2—Patient characteristics of women with breast cancer, stratified by no diabetes/T2D and by insulin use among
women with T2D

Women without
diabetes: total

Women with T2D
P, T2D vs.
no diabetes

P, insulin vs.
no insulinTotal Insulin No insulin

N 6,267 1,567 388 1,179

Age (years) 0.80 0.19
#53 330 (5) 85 (5) 16 (4) 69 (6)
.53 5,937 (95) 1,482 (95) 372 (96) 1,110 (94)
Mean 6 SD 71 6 11 71 6 11 70 6 10 71 6 11

Year of index date ,0.0001 0.27
2002–2005 2,129 (34) 210 (13) 44 (11) 166 (14)
2006–2008 1,464 (23) 253 (16) 57 (15) 196 (17)
2009–2011 1,558 (25) 477 (30) 118 (30) 359 (30)
2012–2014 1,116 (18) 627 (40) 169 (44) 458 (39)

SES ,0.05 0.05
High 1,983 (32) 437 (28) 88 (23) 349 (30)
Middle 1,995 (32) 529 (34) 136 (35) 393 (33)
Low 2,262 (36) 596 (38) 162 (42) 434 (37)
Unknown 27 (,0.5) 5 (,0.5) 2 (1) 3 (,0.5)

Comedication
Statins 1,043 (17) 970 (62) 262 (68) 708 (60) ,0.0001 ,0.01
Antihypertensive drugs 2,675 (43) 1,238 (79) 329 (85) 909 (77) ,0.0001 ,0.01
Glucocorticoids 420 (7) 158 (10) 51 (13) 107 (9) ,0.0001 ,0.05
ER-PR contraceptives 128 (2) 28 (2) 7 (2) 21 (2) 0.52 0.98
HRT 503 (8) 88 (6) 14 (4) 74 (6) ,0.01 ,0.05

Comorbidities
Renal failure 233 (4) 140 (9) 54 (14) 86 (7) ,0.0001 ,0.0001
Retinopathy 12 (,0.5) 13 (1) 6 (2) 7 (1) ,0.0001 0.07
Hypertension 284 (5) 166 (11) 53 (14) 113 (10) ,0.0001 ,0.05
Stroke 109 (2) 36 (2) 13 (3) 23 (2) 0.14 0.11
CHF 143 (2) 84 (5) 38 (10) 46 (4) ,0.0001 ,0.0001
IHD 333 (5) 157 (10) 61 (16) 96 (8) ,0.0001 ,0.0001
PAD 105 (2) 46 (3) 16 (4) 30 (3) ,0.01 0.11
Cerebrovascular disease 207 (3) 72 (5) 24 (6) 48 (4) ,0.05 0.08
CDS ,0.0001 ,0.0001
,7 5,049 (81) 725 (46) 145 (37) 580 (49)
$7 1,218 (19) 842 (54) 243 (63) 599 (51)

Duration of diabetes (years) n.a. ,0.0001
,1 107 (7) 0 (0) 107 (9)
1 to ,2 140 (9) 5 (1) 135 (11)
2 to ,5 369 (24) 32 (8) 337 (29)
$5 804 (51) 310 (80) 494 (42)
Unknown 147 (9) 41 (11) 106 (9)

Data aren (%) unless otherwise indicated. CHF, congestive heart failure; IHD, ischemicheart disease; n.a., not applicable; PAD,peripheral arterydisease.
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To our best knowledge, no studies
with a nested case-control design looked
at the effect of insulin (analog) use on
clinicopathological breast cancer charac-
teristics. In our study, no association

regarding duration, dose, or type of in-
sulin treatment with regard to breast
cancer characteristics was found. How-
ever, it might be possible that we had
insufficient power to detect a statistically

significant association because the over-
all number of insulin (analog) users was
small. Furthermore, the used regression
model assumes that some property of
the outcome is linearly related to the

Table 3—Breast cancer characteristics of women with breast cancer, stratified by no diabetes/T2D and by insulin use
among women with T2D

Women without
DM: total

Women with T2D
P, T2D vs.
no DM

P, insulin vs.
no insulinTotal Insulin No insulin

N 6,267 1,567 388 1,179

TNM classification
Tumor size ,0.01 0.67
1 3,439 (55) 799 (51) 192 (49) 607 (51)
2 1,859 (30) 505 (32) 122 (31) 383 (32)
3 204 (3) 69 (4) 17 (4) 52 (4)
4 319 (5) 94 (6) 28 (7) 66 (6)
Unknown 446 (7) 100 (6) 29 (7) 71 (6)

Lymph node status ,0.05 0.74
0 4,891 (78) 1,194 (76) 298 (77) 896 (76)
1 974 (16) 287 (18) 78 (20) 209 (18)
2 37 (1) 14 (1) 3 (1) 11 (1)
3 48 (1) 17 (1) 3 (1) 14 (1)
Unknown 317 (5) 55 (4) 6 (2) 49 (4)

Metastasis 0.06 0.18
0 6,024 (96) 1,490 (95) 364 (94) 1,126 (96)
1 243 (4) 77 (5) 24 (6) 53 (4)

Stage ,0.01 0.53
I 3,412 (54) 771 (49) 186 (48) 585 (50)
II 2,216 (35) 613 (39) 150 (39) 463 (39)
III 345 (6) 99 (6) 27 (7) 72 (6)
IV 243 (4) 77 (5) 24 (6) 53 (4)
Unknown 51 (1) 7 (,0.5) 1 (,0.5) 6 (1)

Morphology ,0.05 0.74
Ductal 4,385 (70) 1,149 (73) 289 (74) 860 (73)
Lobular 841 (13) 187 (12) 45 (12) 142 (12)
Ductal-lobular mixed 376 (6) 72 (5) 14 (4) 58 (5)
Other 665 (11) 159 (10) 40 (10) 119 (10)

Grade ,0.05 0.63
Grade 1 1,401 (22) 308 (20) 72 (19) 236 (20)
Grade 2 2,423 (39) 581 (37) 138 (36) 443 (38)
Grade 3 1,264 (20) 355 (23) 93 (24) 262 (22)
Unknown 1,179 (19) 323 (21) 85 (22) 238 (20)

Hormone receptor status
ER 0.94 0.97
Positive 4,671 (75) 1,276 (81) 316 (81) 960 (81)
Negative 760 (12) 209 (13) 52 (13) 157 (13)
Unknown 836 (13) 82 (5) 20 (5) 62 (5)

PR ,0.0001 0.39
Positive 3,426 (55) 1,043 (67) 263 (68) 780 (66)
Negative 1,797 (29) 420 (27) 97 (25) 323 (27)
Unknown 1,044 (17) 104 (7) 28 (7) 76 (6)

HER2 0.66 0.85
Negative 3,618 (58) 1,132 (72) 283 (73) 849 (72)
Positive 455 (7) 136 (9) 35 (9) 101 (9)
Unknown 2,194 (35) 299 (19) 70 (18) 229 (19)

Molecular subtype 0.17 0.65
Luminal A 2,384 (38) 694 (44) 168 (43) 526 (45)
Luminal B 686 (11) 241 (15) 59 (15) 182 (15)
Nonluminal (HER2 positive) 155 (2) 43 (3) 14 (4) 29 (2)
Triple negative 402 (6) 124 (8) 29 (7) 95 (8)
Unknown 2,640 (42) 465 (30) 118 (30) 347 (29)

Data are n (%) unless otherwise indicated. DM, diabetes
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exposure. If larger numbers are avail-
able, it will be worthwhile to explore the
justification of this assumption or that
using cubic spline functions would be
more appropriate (30).
Although T2D was associated with

more advanced stages of breast cancer,
this association is not per definition
causal. It is known that there are regional
differences in the participation rate for

routine screening for breast cancer in
the Netherlands. In the large cities in the
Randstad, the participation rate is the
lowest. However, no differences were
observed between women with T2D
and women without diabetes regarding
the distribution of the large cities in the
Randstad versus other cities. Further-
more, it has been hypothesized that
womenwith diabetesmight have a lower

participation rate because of the concur-
rent treatment of the chronic diseases
associated with diabetes (31). In the
Netherlands, women aged 50–75 years
are invited to attend a free breast cancer
screening mammography regardless of
comorbidity. Therefore, it is also likely
that there is no difference regarding
participation rates among women with
and women without diabetes. Further-
more, breast cancers detected in mam-
mography screening are associated with
more favorable prognosis than breast
cancers found outside of screening be-
cause the distribution of molecular sub-
type of screen-detected breast cancers is
different than the distribution of breast
cancers found outside of screening (32).
In the current study, a subgroup analysis
among women eligible for screening
(50–75 years of age) showed the same
results as the main analyses.

A possible suggested pathway for the
association between T2D and breast
cancer characteristics is hyperinsuline-
mia, related to underlying insulin resis-
tance, that might stimulate tumor
growth. Insulin may work directly on
epithelial cells or indirectly by activat-
ing insulin-like growth factor pathways
or altering endogenous sex hormones
(33–35). Insulin levels are already high
in people with impaired glucose toler-
ance at the time of diagnosis of diabe-
tes (36). Moreover, Goodwin et al. (37)
showed that insulin levels were related
to tumor stage, nodal stage, and tumor
grade. Insulin levels were not related to
nuclear grade, lymphatic invasion, ER, or
PR. In our study, exogenous insulin did
not show an association with different
breast cancer characteristics, which
might be explained by the fact that in-
sulin analogs may have a metabolic ac-
tion and a mitogenic action altered from
that of human insulin (38).

Some limitations should be kept in
mind when interpreting the results of
the current study. First, it was not pos-
sible to adjust for all important con-
founders. For instance, no information
was available regarding mammography/
screening, BMI, ormenopausal status. As
obesity is a major risk factor for T2D, this
could have influenced our results. How-
ever, Wolf et al. (27) showed that women
with diabetes presented with a larger
tumor size at diagnosis and a more
advanced stage, even after adjustment
for BMI. As the mean age in the current

Figure 1—Effect of T2D (N = 1,567) vs. no diabetes (N = 6,267) on developing breast cancer
characteristics. Model was adjusted for age, year of index date, SES, CDS, and use of
glucocorticoids, estrogen-progestogen contraceptives, and HRT in the year prior to index
date.

Figure2—Effectof insulin (analog) treatment (N=388) vs. no insulin (analog) treatment (N=1,179)
on developing breast cancer characteristics among women with T2D. Model was adjusted for
duration of T2D, age, year of index date, SES, CDS, and use of glucocorticoids, estrogen-
progestogen contraceptives, and HRT in the year prior to index date.
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study was 71 years, our findings primar-
ily apply to postmenopausal women.
Whether a period of 4 years prior to
breast cancer diagnosis is sufficient to
determine cumulative insulin use is also
debatable. For the current study, the
decision entailed a trade-off between
keeping sufficient numbers and a rea-
sonable period to determine insulin use
appropriately. Sensitivity analyses re-
garding the period prior to breast cancer
diagnosis was outside the scope of the
study. Furthermore, only women phar-
maceutically treated for their T2D were
included. Some misclassification of T2D
might have occurred, as weight loss can
result in remission of T2D (39). In in-
terpretation of the results regarding in-
sulin versus no insulin, it should be kept
in mind that patients in both groups
used NIBGLDs as well. The individual po-
tential associations between NIBGLDs
and breast cancer characteristics might
have influenced our results. However,
we believe that these influences were
minimal because both groups had a sim-
ilar distribution regarding NIBGLD use. The
results in our study regarding breast can-
cer stages and duration, dose, and type of
insulin use should be interpreted with
caution, as the numbers were low, though
with a long follow-up, and results were
not even near statistically significant.
Overall, this is the first study using

the linkage between the NCR and the
Out-patient Pharmacy Database of the
PHARMO Database Network for the as-
sociation between T2D/insulin (analog)
use and different pathologic breast cancer
characteristics. Through linking of these
databases, a unique cohort was created
taking advantage of the high-quality
data on cancer and detailed information
on medication use. This linkage resulted
in one of the largest detailed cohorts
of women with breast cancer and T2D/
insulin (analog) use. Because of the de-
sign of the study, misclassification was
limited to a minimum.

Conclusion
Our study suggests that women with
T2D present with more advanced breast
tumors at diagnosis than women with-
out T2D. Among women with T2D, the
use of insulin (analog) is not associated
with developing more aggressive breast
cancer tumors. Basedon the current data
we see no reason to restrain the use of
insulin (analog) among women with T2D

with regard to its effects on breast can-
cer subtype and expected subsequent
prognosis.
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